FABRICS:
All Aboard by Peter Lerro for Elizabeth’s Studio LLC
Center panel, 24” x 44” Fabric 8500 Black, Train Panel
1-1/4 yard Fabric 8502 Cream, Trains
3/4 yard Fabric 511 Cream, Signs
3/4 yard Fabric 237 Gray, Marble
3/4 yard Fabric 8501 Blue, Large Scale Scenic (extra allowed to center motif)
1/2 yard Fabric 511 Blue, Signs
Backing fabric for 49”x63” inch top
Batting for 49”x63” top

CUTTING:
Fabric 8502 Cream Trains: (2) 6-1/2” x 41” strips—cut LENGTHWISE for side borders, centering train motifs
Fabric 511 Cream, Signs: (2) 3-1/2” x WOF strips AND (6) 2-1/2” x WOF strips for binding
Fabric 237 Gray, Marble: (6) 3-1/2” x WOF strips
Fabric 8501 Blue, Large Scale Scenic: (2) 5-1/2”x WOF strips, centering motifs top and bottom
Fabric 511 Blue, Signs, (3) 4-1/2” x WOF strips

ASSEMBLING THE QUILT:
TIP: Always re-measure the top before adding the next strip and adjust the length of the strips as needed. Your measurement may vary according to the accuracy of your ¼” seam allowance. This will help keep the borders from being “wavy”.
Trim the 8500 Train Panel to 23”x41”, centering the trains with equal plain borders on each side. Add 6-1/2” x 41” 8502 Cream, Trains strips to each side of the center panel.
Measure the width of your completed panel (35”) and trim the two 3-1/2” strips 511 Cream, Signs to that measurement. Add to the top and bottom of the panel.
Join (3) 3-1/2” strips 237 Gray Marble to form one long strip. Now measure the length (47”) of your top, cut and add two strips to the sides.
Measure the width (41”) of your quilt top, cut the (2) 5-1/2” 8501 Large Scale Scenic Print strips to size and add to the top and bottom of the quilt top. Be sure to orient the motifs in the same direction as the center train panel (trains right side up).
Join (3) 4-1/2” x WOF 511 Blue, Signs strips to form one long strip. Measure the length of your quilt top (57”) and cut two strips to size. Add to the sides of the quilt top.
Join (3) 3-1/2” x WOF 237 Gray Marble strips to form one long strip. Measure the width of your completed panel (49”) and cut two strips to size. Add to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

FINISHING: Layer quilt top, batting and backing. Quilt as desired. Use the 2-1/2” 511 Cream Signs strips to bind the quilt.